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Hokusai, Potters at Work, Imado (1805)



Early Japanese Ceramics
(15,000 BCE to 600 CE)



Incipient/Early Jomon Period (15-13,000 BCE)

• Jomon pottery dates from as early as 15,000 BCE.

• There is speculation that Jomon pottery was produced by the

Caucasian ancestors of the Ainu people (now on living reservations in

Hokkaido) who originally inhabited most of Japan until gradually

pushed North.

• “Jo-mon” means “cord pattern” because most pottery from this time

has designs impressed by strings.

• Incipient Jomon pottery vessels have pointed bottoms and flaring lips

• Some vessels are highly polished covered with iron oxide or lacquers.

• Vessels were produced without potter’s wheel and firing took place at

temperatures between 400-500 Centigrade in open (pit) kilns.

• Ceramics of the Jomon pottery were remarkably strong and are

outstanding productions of human Neolithic Age and the oldest

scientific evidence of a pot for cooking is of Jomon origin.



Middle Jomon Period Ceramics (3,000 to 700 BCE)

• Vessels from this period were lower and wider and designed for utilitarian purposes

• There are many thousands of examples and tens of thousands of fragments from this and

Late Jomon periods

• So-called “Fire Pots” (1500-500BCE) below are characteristic of the period appeal to

modern abstract curators and artists.

• Simple “dogu” figures (heads, torsos etc.) are also from this period such as the “Katsusaka

style” dogu head and “Jomon Venus” shown below.



Late Jomon Ceramics (1,000 to 500 BCE)

• Late Jomon period ceramics reflect an evolution towards utilitarian objects as well as more 

complex symbolic figures related to transition from a “hunter gatherer” to a “rice” culture

• Patterns in these vessels also reflect this transition as rice straw was often pressed into the 

surface of the clay as a pattern or background

• Incising of the surface with a stick, shell or nail also is common in these wares and the finer 

ceramic surfaces of some suggest a significant development in kiln technology with firing at 

higher temperatures



Yayoi Period Ceramics (500 BCE-300 CE)

• Almost as well-known as Jomon ceramics are those from the

Yayoi period which followed the Jomon lasting from approx.

300 BCE to 300 CE (if one includes the “Kofun” (grave

mound) period).

• Included in this period are Japan’s famous “Haniwa” warrior

figures crafted as pottery

• Around the 4th century B.C., the Yayoi people from the

Korean Peninsula immigrated to the Japanese islands and

introduced iron technology and an agricultural civilization

leading to a major change in the focus of Japanese pottery.

• In contrast to Jōmon pottery, Yayoi vessels have clean,

functional shapes, although the technical (“coil”) process of

pottery making remained essentially the same.

• A class society began to emerge during the Yayoi period and

this drove the development of finer ceramics.



Late Yayoi/Haniwa Period Ceramics 
(330 BCE -300 CE)

• During this period Japanese from the south and from the continent

pushed north into central Honshu bringing a new ceramic culture.

• Unlike Jomon and Yayoi ceramics fired in pits, Kofun (grave mound)

period ceramics were fired in a kiln suggesting a Korean/Chinese

influence.

• Prominent during this period are the pottery “Haniwa” figures

excavated from Japanese grave mounds and so familiar to artists

worldwide and so-often copied as “primitive figurines”.



Sue and Haji Ceramics (250-537 BCE)

• Sue pottery is believed to have originated in the 5th or 6th century

in the Kaya region of southern Korea and was brought to Japan by

immigrant craftsmen in the late 5th century.

• Sue pottery was contemporary with the native Japanese Haji

pottery which was more porous and reddish in color. Sue ware was

made from coils of clay, beaten and smoothed or carved into shape,

and then fired in an oxygen-reduction atmosphere of over 1000 °C.

• Sue ceramics reflect a transition away from “cord” surfaces and

have a clear ceramic exterior reflecting their higher firing

temperatures.



Classical Japan

Asuka, 
Nara, Heian, 
Kamakura and 
Muromachi
Periods
(538-1573 CE)



Gradual Kiln Evolution

• Modern scholars have identified the following ”6 

ancient kiln” sites for both the quality and 

quantity of their production (each associated with 

a particular style of pottery):

• Bizen ware (備前焼), produced in Bizen, Okayama

• Echizen ware (越前焼), produced in Echizen, 

Odacho and Miyazaki, Fukui Prefecture

• Seto ware (瀬戸焼, Seto-yaki), produced in Seto, 

Aichi Prefecture

• Shigaraki ware (信楽焼), produced in Kōka, Shiga, 

east of Lake Biwa

• Tamba-Tchikui ware (丹波立杭焼), produced in 

Sasayama and Tachikui in Hyōgo

• Tokoname ware (常滑焼), produced in Tokoname, 

Aichi Prefecture (dates from 12th Century)



Six Ancient Kilns Styles

Bizen

Vase 

(17th 

Century)

Seto Ware 

Water  Jar 

(17th 

Century)

Shiragaki

Ware Vase 

(15th 

Century)

Echizen 

Bottle 

(16th 

Century)

Tamba

Ware Jar 

(15th 

Century)

Tokoname

Coil-Build 

Stoneware 

Jar (14th 

Century)



Influence of “Cha Ki” and “Cha No Yu”

• Commencing in the 12th Century (early Kamakura Period) Zen

Buddhist monks brought fine to to Japan and commenced its

production primarily in Kyoto.

• As a result, these monks developed protocols for the Japanese “tea

ceremony” (“cha no yu”).

• The tea ceremony involved several essential tools (“cha ki”) which

came to be made of stoneware and ceramics including the “cha wan”

(teacup) and “natsume” or “chiiri” (tea caddy).

• The practice of drinking tea at refined parties was adopted by the

Imperial Court at Kamakura and spread rapidly among Japanese

aristocrats.

• By the 16th Century the consumption of tea had spread to all levels of

society and the refinement of the tea ceremony became a national

craze.

• Daimyo attempted to gain the favor of the Shogun by presenting them

with especially refined “cha ki”.

Tea Bowl, Shino 

type, known as 

“Unohanagaki”, 

Azuchi-Momoyama

period, 16th–17th 

century (Tokyo 

National Museum)

Black Raku ware 

tea bowl named 

“Kôtô” by Chojiri, 

who founded Raku 

ware under the 

guidance of Sen 

Rikyû (who 

established “cha no 

yu”)



• During the Momoyama period Henan Chinese style “sancai” (three color) type 

pottery came into production at various kilns in Japan including Chôjirô’s. 

• Despite being produced by the same type of glazing and firing techniques as those 

of the original Chinese sancai ware, these are aesthetically quite varied in particular 

in form and glaze tone. 

• Raku ware, though evolved from the Chinese colorful sancai ware, have developed 

a particular glazing method characterized by exclusive use of monochrome black or 

red glazes, the red being the color of the red clay body. 

• Raku ware was initially called Ima-yaki, “now wares”, wares produced at the present 

time, that is to say, tea bowls that looked avant-garde. They were subsequently 

renamed juraku-yaki, after the nearby Jurakudai Palace and also Sen Rikyû, a monk 

who lived inside the premises of the Palace was a central figure to the birth and the 

promotion of Chôjirô's tea bowls and the tea ceremony. 

• Jurakudai was a palace built by Toyotomo Hideyoshi (1537~1598), the leading 

warrior statesman of the time, and was one of the greatest symbols of his age. 

Juraku-yaki was eventually abbreviated as Raku-yaki, Raku ware. Raku then became 

the name of the family that produced these wares.

• Today  Raku ware has become a general term for a type of ceramic technique 

globally known and practiced. However, at first it meant just wares pioneered by 

Chôjirô together with Rikyû and practiced exclusively by the Raku family.

8th Century ”Sancai” pillows

Modern

Examples

Of Raku

Ware

Raku Ware Promoted by Chojiro and Sen Rikyu



• Oribe is a visual style named after the late-16th-century

tea master Furuta Oribe (1544-1615). It is most often

seen in pottery, but also extends to textiles and paintings.

• Oribe was not an actual potter, but more of an art

director or designer.

• In the 16th Century his motifs, taken from nature or other

decorative patterns such as textiles, were ground-

breaking in their bold informality.

• Oribe’s designs were viewed as free of Korean and

Chinese influences, and seen as entirely Japanese.

• However, later Oribe work lost this spontaneity and

became institutionalized in the glazes, form and painted

motifs.

• Today, 16th Century Oribe designs look modern to the

Western eye (reflected in the two kozara shown here).

• Oribe remains very popular in Japan and is considered a

classic style expressing core Japanese aesthetics.

Oribe Ewer, 1500s

(Tomonori Koyama)

4 cornered kozara, 

1600s, Tokyo National Museum

4 cornered kozara, 

1600s, Asia Art Museum (SFO)

Oribe Ware (16th Century to Present)

5 sided plate, Oribeware (Mino)

16th Century (Freer Gallery, SI)
Modern Oribe Ware

(Author’s Family Collection)



Transition During Momoyama Period and Karatsu Ware

• Japan’s feudal society began to break down during the Muromachi to Momoyama

transition; it was a period of great civil unrest and change

• The civil wars in Japan in the 2nd half of the 16th Century lead to the

establishment of the Tokugawa shogunate by Tokugawa Ieyasu and this coincided

with the Age of Discovery in Europe.

• During this time, Portuguese secured trading posts in Hormuz (1507), Goa (1509)

and Malacca (1511) … thereafter Chinese porcelain begins arriving in Portugal

and European demand is stimulated.

• However, as later, Imperial Chinese governors entry to major port such as Canton

in 1542, and Portugese traders begin trading off the south China coast and Japan.

• At this point, 5 different levels of domestic stoneware are produced in Japan …

but there still was no porcelain prouctions.

• These stoneware items were used in both domestic and aristocratic elements of

society.

• Late Momoyama ceramics (represented by early Karatsu-ware shown to the left)

exemplifies a traditional Japanese aesthetic, wabi-sabi (侘寂) which is a world

view centered on the acceptance of transience and imperfection, also an aspect

of the tea ceremony.

• At this time there are also hundreds, if not thousands of very small village kilns

serving the daily needs of an increasingly affluent society.

Karatsu Ware (early 17Century)



Kiln Technological Development
• In the Karatsu area of the Kyushu, Korean potters first introduced the “noborigama”

(Anagama), or climbing kiln, to Japan. This type of kiln was more advanced than

previous ones and allowed for better control during firing.

• The techniques employed by Korean potters at Karatsu kiln sites were integral to the

emergence of porcelain production in Japan in the early seventeenth century.

• These stoneware items are used in both domestic and aristocratic elements of

society.

Reference: Osaka Ceramics Museum Shiragaki Climbing Kiln (Noborigama)



Pre-Modern 
Japan

Civil Wars and 
Tokugawa 
Shogunate (Edo 
Period 1604-
1864)



Porcelain is Discovered in Japan (1616)
! Porcelain clay (kaolin) is discovered in Hizen Prefecture

at the Izumiyama quarry (near the town of Arita) in
1616 by a Korean potter (Ri Sampei) who returned
from Korea with Hideyoshi.

! Hizen was the name of the old province in the area of
Northwest Kyushu, now Saga Prefecture).

! Nearby Arita becomes a major production center (kilns
established 1637)

! Arita’s first porcelain (jiki) is fired in 1649 with help of
Chinese and Korean potters resident in Japan

! These porcelains from the Arita area are therefore
known as ‘Early Hizen’ (or ‘Early Imari’)

! In Pre-Modern Japan, Arita and its port city, Imari
become a major source of Japanese export porcelain

Southwest Japan, Hizen Prefecture

Dejima

Arita

Imari



Locally made Japanese B&W wares for domestic use

Coarse, rough 

in appearance, 

visible black 

specks from 

iron impurities

Shoki Imari

Early Imari

Early Hizen

Aritayaki

Other examples with the 

Japanese details of empty white 

space and a pattern covering only 

1/3 or so of the surface



Dynastic Change in China:
Ming-Qing Transition-1644; Jingdezhen in China is totally destroyed;

Production stopped ~1650-1680



• Dejima, originally built in 1634-

36 for use by the Portuguese…

and turned over to the Dutch in

1641.

• Arita Ware productions are

shipped from Imari to Nagasaki

(Dejima) and then transported

to European markets

• Japan’s export porcelain history

commences

• European craze for Arita Ware is 

reflected in palaces and 

museums across Europe today

Europeans turn to Dejima for porcelain purchases



Early Japanese copy 
of Chinese ‘kraak’

The Japanese begin copying Chinese ‘kraak’



(Japan) Early Arita ‘kraak-style’ exports from 

~1656 to the 1750s – known as fuyode

(China) Jingdezhen kraak

(Holland)

Delft faience

‘kraak-style’

‘Kraak’
• Named after word for the “Carrack” ships in which

the Portugeuse shipped these porcelains

• Kraak porcelain is of particular historic importance

because it was the first (ca. 1573) Jingdezhen B&W

export porcelain that was mass-produced.



Japanese Export Ceramics

1. Imari ware -- Overglaze 
Polychrome enamels (iroe)

2. Kakiemon

3. Kinrande



Arita ewer, 

1730s-1750s 

for export, 
Suntory 

Museum of Art, 

Tokyo

IMARI:  Overglaze polychrome enamels

Late 

1600s 

Arita 

coffeepot 

for the 

Dutch 

market



Imari Ware Goes International

Early 18C exports for the Dutch market

Dutchman sitting on a 

keg, with a detachable 

head, Asia Civilizations 

Museum, Singapore



Kakiemon

Sakaida Kakiemon 

(酒井田柿右衛門)

Made between 1670-1690

(KAKI means persimmon). 

Figurine courtesy of 

Metropolitan Museum, NYPlate courtesy of Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam



KINRANDE: Red, Blue & Gold
replaces Kakiemon in exports around 1700

Kinrande shaving plate, ACM Collection

• Kinrande (金襴手 , literally "gold 

brocade") is a Japanese porcelain style 

where gold is applied on the surface and 

there are a number of variations. 

• In the late Edo period, Arita ware, Imari 

ware, Kotō ware, Kutani ware, Kyō 

ware and Satsuma ware had pieces in this 

style.

• Imari pieces in kinrande style were 

particularly popular in Baroque era Europe 

(1700-40), amongst the foremost 

collectors being King Augustus II the 

Strong of Poland (collection of 28,000 

pieces)



Kinrande Old and New

Large kinrande jar with flower arrangement design in 

overglaze polychrome enamels. Arita ware. Very popular in 

European courts. Collected in sets of 5.   Edo period (1700-

1730s). Museum of Oriental Ceramics, Osaka

Modern Examples of Kinrande



Jingdezhen reopened in1680 
when Kangxi appointed an imperial supervisor

…to discover that the Japanese had captured a large share 

of what once was ‘their’ export market!



Original Japanese Aritaware (Kinrandi) vs. Chinese ‘Imari’ copies 

Japanese Hizen ware in Imari style

with gold gilt – Kinrande (Arita, Japan)
Chinese ‘Imari’



Delft copies of Japanese Imari
Japanese Imari (early 1700s) Delft ‘Imari’ (1770s)



Other Tokugawa Porcelains: 
Koto Ware 

• Kotō ware (湖東焼, Kotō-yaki) is a type 

of Japanese porcelain traditionally made 

in Hikone, Shiga in the former Ōmi 
Province.

• Hikone lies on the eastern shore of Lake 

Biwa. Production is centered 

around Hikone Castle. The Ii lords of Hikone 

Domain became the patrons and continued 

this tradition until the Meiji restoration.

19th Century Koto Ware 

with Kinrande overleaf



Other Tokugawa Porcelains: 
Kutani Ware 

• Kutani ware (九谷焼, Kutani-yaki) is a style

of Japanese porcelain traditionally supposed to

be from Kutani, now a part of Kaga, Ishikawa, in

the former Kaga Province.

• Kutani ware is divided into two phases: Ko-

Kutani (old Kutani), from the 17th and early

18th centuries, and Saikō-Kutani from the

revived production in the 19th century.



Other Tokugawa Porcelains: 
Kyo Ware 

• Kyō ware (京焼, Kyō-yaki) is a type of Japanese pottery traditionally

from Kyoto. It is therefore also known as Kyoto ware.The term Kyō

ware is more of an umbrella term to describe a wide variety of styles

that were produced in Kyoto.

• Kyoto was a major source of glazed earthenware and porcelain

during the Tokugawa period.

• One of the more known Kyo ware styles is the one with distinctive

design and flamboyant coloring.

• The pigments contain large amounts of glass.

• The colors are vivid and seem transparent.

Left: 3 Tiered Kyo Ware Food 

box (18th Century)

Right: Ogata Kenzan, Kyo Ware 

dish  c. 1725



Other Tokugawa Porcelains: Satsuma Ware 
• Satsuma ware (薩摩焼, Satsuma-yaki) is a type of Japanese pottery originally

from Satsuma Province, southern Kyūshū.

• Satsuma Ware is divided into two distinct categories: the original plain dark clay

early Satsuma (古薩摩, Ko-Satsuma) made in Satsuma from around 1600, and

the elaborately decorated export Satsuma (京薩摩, Kyō-Satsuma) ivory-bodied

pieces which began to be produced in the nineteenth century in various Japanese

cities.

• Satsuma Ware potters adapted their gilded polychrome enamel overglaze designs

to appeal to the tastes of western consumers.

• As a result, Satsuma Ware became one of the most recognized and profitable

export products of the Meiji period.

Left: Satsuma earthenware tea storage jar 

(chatsubo) with paulownia and thunder 

pattern, late Edo period, c. 1825

Right: Bowl with Many Women, c. 1900



Western 
Influenced 
Satsuma Ware

Example of early 20th

Century Satsuma 

Ware influenced by 

Western Art Deco 

themes.



Early Modern 
Japan 

(Meiji, Taisho 
and Showa 
Periods 1868-
1952)



20th Century Pottery Styles-Banko Ware

• Yokkaichi “banko ware” is produced in the city of Yokkaichi, Mie

prefecture.

• The history of Banko ware stretches back around three hundred
years but ceramic ware ceased to exist for time before being

reestablished at the end of the Edo period (1603-1868).

• Although Banko ware did not originate in Yokkaichi, it was
established in Yokkaichi during the Meiji period (1868-1912)

thanks to the ease of procuring coal fuel there. As a result,
Yokkaichi became one of Japan's leading ceramics-producing

areas because of this production and its status as a trading port.

• Today, shidei (purple clay) teapots and donabe (earthenware
cooking pots) are typical products in Banko ware although Banko

Ware is probably best known for its very creative sculptured
products shown here.

• Popular small teapots are fired using shidei clay that contains a
large amount of iron which produces an attractive color. Its shine

increases over time through use.



20th Century Pottery Styles-Sumida Ware

• Sumida pottery was created specifically for export between the 

late 1800s and the 1920s. 

• It was actively produced until World War II and had renewed 
popularity briefly after the war. Limited production has continued 

up until today.

• It is usually heavy and covered with figures in relief. 

• Most pieces are everyday objects such as tea pots, vases, and 
mugs..

• It is often confused with Banko Ware with which is has some 

similarities.



20th Century Pottery Styles-Awaji Ware

• Awaji ware was founded in the early 1830s by Minpei Kashu. Kashu
established kilns and was subsidized by Lord Hachisuka of Awaji Province whose 
patronage established his reputation and his successors continued manufacturing 
ceramics.

• Awaji pottery was made on Awaji island between 1830 and 1939. Most of the pieces 
that we see outside Japan were made sometime between the mid 1870's when Awaji 
began exporting pottery, and the mid to late 1930's when the last of the kilns closed.

• Awaji ware pieces are of a white or cream-colored clay with a blue or yellow glaze 
(sometimes also green) sharing similarities with sancai colors. It comes in a great 
variety of shapes, colors, and decorative techniques.

• Awaji potters responded to Art Nouveau and thereafter Art Deco themes. The Art 
Deco then gave way to the Modern Movement and the works in this last long 
movement are some of the most interesting of the Awaji output.



20th Century Pottery Styles: Shiragaki Ware

• The kilns at Shiragaki (one of the 6 ancient kilns) were credited with

producing the first roofing tiles in the 7th Century.

Shigaraki ware is often characterized by two features: the color

development of warm fire (scarlet) color obtained by the firing of

Noborigama (ascending) kilns and the sense of burnt by Vidro (glass)

glaze and natural glaze.

• Shiragaki ware historically expressed “wabi-sabi” aesthetic and that

tradition continues in today’s productions.

• In recent times, Shigaraki ware has been popularized in figurines

especially “raccoon” and as products generating a “calmness” in the

user including tea making and tableware for daily use.



20th Century Pottery Styles-Nabeshima Ware

• Nabeshima ware (Nabeshima-yaki) is a type of Japanese Arita

ware of an unusually high quality.

• Nabeshima Ware was manufactured at the Nabeshima feudal 
kiln located in today's Saga prefecture. 

• Nabeshima ware was not a commercial kiln for export or local 

use but was originally produced for the Lord of Saga on purely 
artistic grounds. Accordingly, these porcelains are viewed as 

the greatest of all Arita Ware porcelains today.

• Production began around 1700. The production continued 
until the late 19th century by descendants of the lineage of 

master potters. This production continues to the present day.

• Nabeshima ware is characterized by blue base coloring with 
some accent colors. In this style only three fundamental 
colors (red, blue and green) are used for paintings. 

17th C, 

Met. Museum

Art Inst. Of Chicago Example



20th Century Pottery Styles-New Imari Ware

• Arita pottery, together with Kutani ware and Mashiko ware, have 

dominated the post-War ceramic collector’s culture.

• Aritayaki now can be found everywhere from daily ware to 
individual artistic pieces.  

• Modern hand-painted Arita-yaki is highly varied ranging from 

copies or minor variations on traditional pieces to highly 
innovative landscapes and arabesque patterns.

• There have been many, many collectors of Arita-yaki in the Post-

War period but the reality is that modern workmanship rarely 
compares with the artistry of the Imari-ware collected by 

European nobility in the 17th Century (so-called “Presentation 
Imari”).  

• Almost all modern Aritayake is for daily use or use at special 
dinners or events.  Dinner sets  (including hand painted ones) 

can be purchased in both traditional and modern designs.

• In fact, the value of post-war hand painted Imari has declined 
over the past 25 years



Primary (Famous) 
Modern Kiln Sites

Kutani

Mino

Shiragaki

Bizen

Mashiko

Arita

Seto

Tokoname(Kyo)to



Evolution of Japanese Ceramic Culture

Nabeshima Ware

6C Korean Immigrants (Sancai)

16C Korean Potters (Porcelain)

Original indigenous peoples  

(Jomon organic influences)

20th C European & Other Foreign Consumers

Arts & Crafts Movement

Tea Ceremony and Raku Ware (16C)

18th “Export Porcelain” Aristocratic Consumers (Kinrande)

Arita “Presentation 

Ware” (16 C)

Modern Mass Market Noritake Ware

Mashiko Ware

(Post-WW2)

Meiji “Exposition” Driven Consumption 

Early 20C Explosion (Kutanii)

Modern Tea Ceremony

Fire Pots and Yayoi decorative influences

DecorativeOrganic

Kakiemon 

Ware

Sue and Hagi Wares

Karatsu Ware

Banko and Sumida Ware

Awaji 

Wares

Oribe Ware

Shiragaki (Racoon) Wares

Kyo(to) 

Ware

Satsuma Wares

Modern Kutani

and Imari Wares



Imari Everywhere  & Keeping With the Times!
1960s Large Imari Charger (Camelot Era)

Imari (Nabeshima Style) Tape Dispenser

(at my desk)



32 Primary Ceramic Styles in Japan
1. Agano Ware (Fukuoka)

2. Akazu Ware (Aichi)

3. Aizu-Hongo Ware (Fukushima)

4. Amakusa Porcelain (Kumamoto)

5. Bizen Ware (Okayama)

6. Echizen Ware (Fukui)

7. Hagi Ware (Yamaguchi)

8. Hasami Ware (Nagasaki)

9. Iga Ware (Mie)

10. Imari-Arita Ware (Saga)

11. Iwami Ware (Shimane)

12. Izushi Ware (Hyogo)

13. Karatsu Ware (Saga)

14. Kasama Ware (Ibaraki)

15. Koishiwara Ware (Fukuoka)

16. Kutani Ware (Ishikawa)

17. Kyoto-Kiyomizu Ware (Kyoto)

18. Mashiko Ware (Tochigi)

19. Mikawachi Ware (Nagasaki)

20. Mino Ware (Gifu)

21. Obori-Soma Ware (Fukushima)

22. Otani Ware (Tokushima)

23. Sanshu Onigawara Crafts (Aichi)

24. Satsuma Ware (Kagoshima)

25. Seto Ware (Aichi)

26. Shigaraki Ware (Shiga)

27. Shodai Ware (Kumamoto)

28. Tamba-Tachikui Ware (Hyogo)

29. Tobe Ware (Ehime)

30. Tokoname Ware (Aichi)

31. Tsuboya Ware (Okinawa)

32. Yokkaichi Banko Ware (Mie)
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superlative-collection-all-limited-edition

• Types of Japanese Pottery: https://japanobjects.com/features/japanese-pottery

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Japan
http://www.sci-news.com/archaeology/article00993.html
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/50165
https://www.patternz.jp/jomon-pottery/
https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/yayo/hd_yayo.htm
https://www.raku-yaki.or.jp/e/history/successive.html
http://www.moco.or.jp/en/intro/guidance/
https://en.sixancientkilns.jp/
https://www.si.edu/exhibitions/oribe-ware-color-and-pattern-come-japanese-ceramics%3Aevent-exhib-5532
http://gotheborg.com/
https://kogeijapan.com/locale/en_US/yokkaichibankoyaki/
https://www.teamwakon.com/collections/fujii-kinsai-arita-porcelain-superlative-collection-all-limited-edition
https://japanobjects.com/features/japanese-pottery

